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When it comes to finding the best movies online, we are sure that you would want to find the best movie downloading websites and not only that
but you would also find the best source to download them from.
Well if that is the case, then we are sure that you would be in need of some of the movie downloading apps that you would want to try in your
mobile devices and when it comes to their availability, let’s say that they are really abundantly available for your devices and available across
almost every platform.
Talking about some of these fine apps that you should try, we know that you may know a few of them but if you still aren’t sure about which app
to go and which app to actually download for the android devices that you use, then we have a list of the best movie downloading and streaming
apps for you to download and try over your devices, be it smartphones or even your computers (sometimes via BlueStacks). So, let’s tell you
some of the best apps in this case.. Moreover, we recommend you to just go for some of these apps with our trust as we have hand picked
these apps across the internet and you will definitely love trying these for your phones and devices.
Note: Before we move on, you need to make sure that you’ve active data connection or connected to the public WiFi. So that you won’t get
interrupted while watching movies.
So let’s begin.
1 – Showbox1 – Showbox
The best movie downloading and streaming feature in our list today is this app namely Showbox and when it comes to its best features, this
movie app is extremely user friendly with great interface and fully easy to use.
It has a really vast digital collection which can be navigated quickly and this means that there is really no need to spend time in worthless and
useless browsing and finding your favorite movies online. However, the best advantage of this movie downloading and streaming app is that the
content that it holds can be downloaded and stored for offline viewing also and you can watch that without any hesitations whenever you want to
and this home cinema is really at its most convenient phase.
Moreover, the ShowBox app which we are talking about is fully compatible with HD content, so you can watch movies in glorious definition if
your internet connection supports it.
2 – Crackle2 – Crackle
Talking about the second feature in our list, we have another free movie downloading and streaming app for watching and streaming online
movies and that too for absolutely free, without paying anything. The best thing about this app is that it doesn’t provide you with download option
but still it has got huge categories around which you can surf for best movies sorted out by different genres which we are pretty sure that you
would love to watch.
Moreover, this app gives an impressive user experience and also, it gives you with full support for different platform which makes it one of the
best movies App available at Google Play Store.
3 – TubiTv3 – TubiTv
Talking about one of the latest addition and one of the best free movie apps for you to download and use in your devices, TubiTv makes it to the
list and it looks quite interesting and sliding other facts aside, their service supports major platforms and they have free movie streaming site as
well which means that you can watch movies and with that, you can even watch TV series for free which means that they have really built
alluring categories for you to watch and download.
4 – Terrarium4 – Terrarium
When it comes to changing a bit of your tastes, we would love to tell you that this is a slightly different app than the others you are seeing on our
list and actually more awesome than what we are providing you with. Moreover, it hosts its app with the movies and TV series that you would
love to watch on Google drives and other cloud space for you to download.
When it comes to your understanding, this site even gets the ability to fetch subtitles also and for non-native English speakers, there are other
options too that really won’t disappoint you to any extent. Moreover, you can also get latest movies and shows just by swiping on a mobile
screen in this free movie app. However, we recommend you to install and use a VPN while using this app.
5 – Playbox HD5 – Playbox HD
If you are looking for an app which has really been developed finely according to every way you would love it to work, then we recommend you
to use and go for this app as it has really undergone somewhat of a transformation in the last few years, as it was originally known as Cinema
Box and now it’s known as Playbox HD.
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Finding things under its new name, this new app is now offering you with a great collection of new titles and it is really one of the best and right
choice for you. Moreover, the technical issues that it firstly had within have been fixed and removed now, which means that users can watch
movies whenever and wherever they like.
And lastly, this movie app is available to everybody for free and you won’t need to register or pay for any of service, which means that it is really
free of cost to download and stream movies from this app.
Author Bio:Author Bio:I enjoy writing and I write quality guest posts on topics of my interest and passion. I have been doing this since my college days. My
special interests are in Travel,Adventure and following the latest trends in these areas.I am the founder and CEO of actwitty.com.
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